Marine grade fuse block

This fuse holder is used to provide over-current protection to help safeguard wiring in electrical
circuits Sea Dog Watertight Inline Fuse Holder Watertight holders feature a snap tight
connection for use in wet or semi-wet locations. Includes a cover and four write-on circuit
labels. The insulating cover meets This fuse block can be used with hour circuits and has a
positive distribution bus with stud. Includes a cover, Each screw pair is one isolated circuit
Jumpers allow creation of common This fuse block can be used withj hour circuits and has a
positive distribution bus with stud. With this kit, you can provide power to new accessories in
your boat. Mounts on the Combination multiple gang fuse blocks with brass fuse clips and
screws. Fuses not included. Includes a cover and eight write-on circuit labels. The insulating
cover Features: Accepts wire Features: Firewall mounting hole permits two or more holders to
be Two things laypersons need to know about marine fuse blocks: they must be watertight, and
built to last. That means these important components must be crafted from quality materials
under optimal conditions. Marine technicians know that the best source for quality boat fuse
blocks is Wholesale Marine. Aboard your boat, its electrical components are in constant use.
Every circuit is labeled for easy reference, and the housing is made from watertight, strong,
polystyrene with a latch for quick access. When your boat fuse blocks need repair, remind your
technician that Sea Dog makes durable replacement fuse block components including fuse
holders, buss plates, and terminal posts. If you have questions about boat fuse blocks or any
marine product, our customer service representatives are ready to assist. We offer same-day
flat rate shipping on most items. Oops, something went wrong. Please try again. Quick view
Add to Cart. Water Resistant Fuse Holder. List Price:. Waterproof In-Line Fuse Holder. Blue Sea
6 Circuit Terminal Block. Quick view. Sea Dog Terminal Post. Marine Fuse Blocks Two things
laypersons need to know about marine fuse blocks: they must be watertight, and built to last.
Email Address:. Register Forgot your password? Search for the part s number you wish to
receive samples. Or, visit the sample center page. We offer a diverse mix of standard and
custom engineered solutions for electromechanical switching, power control and circuit
protection applications. Littelfuse, Inc. We use cookies to collect information about how you
interact with our website and to remember you. We use this information to improve and
customize your browsing experience and for analytics about our visitors on this website and
other media. To find out more about the cookies we use, see our Privacy Policy. By continuing,
you agree to the use of our cookies. By selecting among and accepting to our use of the cookie
categories below, you direct Littelfuse to store cookies on your device and disclose information
as described in our Privacy Policy. If you do not direct us to collect any categories of cookies, a
single essential cookie will be used in your browser to remember your preference not to be
tracked. When you use our website, we collect personal data about you and your use of the
Website, through cookies and analytics tools. We may also collect personal data such as your
name, job title, company name, address, email address and telephone number either directly
from you or by combining information we collect through other sources. Because Littelfuse
respects your right to privacy, you can choose to modify the cookies option and disallow some
of them. Click on the different category headings to learn more and change default settings.
However, blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience of the site and the
services we are able to offer. There are cookies which are needed for our website, applications
or services to function properly. For example, these cookies remember your preference not to
be tracked and identify trusted web traffic. These cookies collect information about how visitors
and users use our website, applications, and services. These cookies enable us to improve our
website, for instance, by ensuring that users are finding the required information. These
cookies don't collect information that identifies a visitor or user. All information collected by
these cookies is aggregated and anonymous. These cookies allow our website, applications
and services to remember choices you make such as your preferred language and provide
enhanced, more personal features. They may also be used to provide services you have asked
for. The information these cookies collect may be anonymized and they cannot track your
browsing activity on other websites. These cookies are used to deliver advertising that may be
relevant to you and your interests. They are also used to limit the number of times you see an
advertisement as well as help measure the effectiveness of an advertising campaign. They
remember that you have visited a website and this information is shared with other
organizations such as advertisers. Products Automotive Sensors Automotive Sensors Littelfuse
Automotive Sensor Products offer a wide range of sensors for use in monitoring various
vehicular functions in the areas of passenger safety, comfort and convenience plus vehicle
powertrain, chassis and emission applications. Chassis Comfort and Convenience. Emissions
Passenger Safety. Powertrain xEV Sensors. Littelfuse battery management devices provide
methods of conserving battery power, protecting against over-discharge, combining and
protecting auxiliary equipment such as liftgate motors. Littelfuse battery mini-Breakers provide

battery cell protection for high-capacity Lithium Polymer and prismatic cells. Metal Hybrid
Protection. Electrical sockets, plugs and coils used for connection of a truck and trailer on
commercial vehicles or caravans for 12 and 24V systems. Connector Accessories Greycon
Connectors. Common Mode Noise Filters CMF attenuate common mode noise in differential and
balanced transmission, and power supply and audio lines. Littelfuse offers a comprehensive
line of fuse blocks, fuse holders, and fuse accessories for automotive, electronic, and electrical
markets. Fusible Switches and Panels Fusible Switches and Panels Provide a complete,
one-piece solution for easy procurement and code compliance. Dissipate high voltage
transients through a contained plasma gas with high surge capability, low capacitance and
small size. Magnetic sensing products utilizing Reed and Hall Effect technologies, with custom
solutions available. Low capacitance polymer base product for protecting high speed data
circuit from ESD damage and maintaining data integrity. Polymer-enhanced, precision Zener
diodes that offer resettable protection against multi-Watt fault events without the need for
multi-Watt heat sinks. Power Semiconductors Power Semiconductors High reliability power
semiconductors utilize the latest technology. Stacks, Subsystems, and Assemblies Bare Die. TD
and Chip Telecom. Our surge protection devices SPDs and modules are designed to provide
protection from transient overvoltage. They are thermally-protected and built with high-quality,
dependable materials. Features manually-operated, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated
switches; and switches operated by temperature or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal
protected varistor, available in a variety of forms, surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial
Leaded Specialty Surface Mount. Thermally Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions.
Electronic Testing Services. Need the Littelfuse equivalent to a competitor part? Enter the
competitor part number here. Check distributor stock levels by entering in full or partial part
numbers Cancel. DC Power Distribution Modules. DC Relays and Solenoids. Battery
Management. Fuse Holders. Circuit Breakers. Connect with Littelfuse. This website stores
cookies on your device. Essential Performance and analytical technologies Functionality
Targeting or advertising. Always Active. Performance and analytical technologies. Targeting or
Advertising. By clicking Allow All or Save Settings you agree and accept our terms and
conditions. Our quality â€” tinned, marine grade terminal blocks are of huge benefit on most
re-wire jobs. A terminal block â€” sometimes called junction block â€” is a convenient
connection point for two wires. It acts like a bunch of splices, but in an organized way. These
marine grade terminal blocks are what our switch panels are designed to attach to. We carry
them in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 20 circuits. They screw under the dash with a few wood screws, or
can be epoxied in. Sized for 8 ring terminals. A bus bar is designed to make a solid connection
point from one source to many branch circuits. Or many branch circuits back to a single source.
More often than not a bus bar is used on the negative side of the circuit, because the switch
panel is used as the positive source distribution method. This side-by-side comparison of a
marine terminal block and bus bar clearly shows the difference in design and use of the
components. The terminal block connects the switch panel outputs to the wires going out to the
device. This allows only one â€” larger â€” conductor to be run from the battery to the helm.
Terminal Block, 4 to 20 Gang Rated 5. Add to cart. What is a Terminal Block? Switch panel
showed wired to one of our 30A terminal blocks. What is a Bus Bar? Click to Enlarge. Example
Uses On Boats. Go to Top. Organize and protect circuits with a covered fuse block. Fuse Blocks
are an effective method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and possible fire in the event
of an over-loaded or short circuit. This Blue Sea Systems space-saving fuse block can provide
protection for new installations or when the panel has run out of breakers. Often used for
electronic installations, this fuse block can be fed by one breaker from the distribution panel
and supply power 12 additional circuits. Compact size allows it to be installed in tight spaces
close to the loads they protect. Available with a ground bus to match the requirements of your
application. The West Advisor articles have answered boaters' questions and provided
solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. West Marine has compiled one of the
Web's most comprehensive collections of technical boating information articles. We use
cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience. You can change
your cookie settings through your browser. To learn more about cookies, please see our
Privacy policy. Skip to cookie disclosure dialog Skip to content Skip to navigation menu.
Everyday Value Enlarged view of picture, opens dialog. Mouse Over to Zoom - Click to Enlarge.
In stock online. Quantity â€”. Add To Cart , opens dialog. Find in Store , opens dialog Add to My
List. Product Overview Organize and protect circuits with a covered fuse block Fuse Blocks are
an effective method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and possible fire in the event of
an over-loaded or short circuit. Advice The West Advisor articles have answered boaters'
questions and provided solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. Cookie
Disclosure We use cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience.

Question: A friend of mine and I were working on my boat yesterday and installing a new stereo
set. I was a bit surprised when he said he thought we needed to change out my entire fuse panel
since as far as he could tell it was automotive-grade and not rat
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ed for marine use. Pull the fuses one by one and scrape the prongs with a knife blade.
Marine-grade fuses will show bright copper or brass under the tin coating. Back Explore View
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Twitter. Ed Sherman is a regular contributor to boats. He also is the curriculum director for the
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